Press release
The German Federal Association of the Event Industry (BDV) launches
campaign against the secondary ticket market
§
§
§

BDV steps up fight against the ticket black market
Nationwide campaign launched
Chairman Michow welcomes closure of Seatwave and Getmein!

Hamburg, 17 August 2018 – Through to the “NO to the ticket black market” campaign
launched by the Federal Association of the Event Industry (BDV), association members will
keep event-goers informed on the risks of purchasing tickets on the secondary market. The
association has developed a logo for the campaign, which will be featured on tickets,
posters, and artists’ and event promoters’ websites from now on:

The Federal Association of the Event Industry (BDV) is providing the logo publicly to
download under the link below, so that the campaign can be widely utilised by nonmembers and ticket platforms as well, in order to raise public awareness of the problems
and disadvantages of buying tickets on the secondary market.
https://bdv-web.com/ticketzweitmarkt/
The campaign was triggered by the fact that significant allotments of tickets, especially for
large concerts, football games, and other major events, are increasingly being bought up by
secondary resellers, who then offer them for resale on eBay or other specialised secondary
market platforms, such as Stubhub, Ticketbande, and Viagogo at inflated prices – mark-ups
of 250% and more are not uncommon. The harm to event-goers, who usually assume that
they are buying the tickets at the original price, is two-fold: they not only pay excessive
ticket prices, but in many cases receive worse seats than offered or no ticket at all, despite
paying. According to the BDV legal advisor, Dr. Johannes Ulbricht: “We have been
combating this spreading cancer in the event industry for a number of years. Since resellers
usually stay anonymous online or are based abroad, it’s hard to hold them accountable”.
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The event promoters in the BDV complain that reselling tickets has become a profitable
business model to the disadvantage of event-goers, artists, and their promoters. The
secondary ticket market means that artists and promoters lose control over pricing for their
events and the maximum price they can expect audience members to pay. Numerous artists
and promoters are therefore calling for the secondary ticket market to be regulated by law,
as it already is in the UK, Belgium, Italy, and other countries. On behalf of its members, the
BDV is campaigning for equivalent regulation to be introduced in Germany as well, with the
aim of banning mark-ups of more than 25% on tickets for sale.
In light of this, the chairman of the BDV, Prof. Jens Michow, welcomes Ticketmaster’s
recently announced decision to close the resale platforms Seatwave and Getmein!:
“Ticketmaster’s decision is far-sighted. It is a decision in favour of the public and the artists,
and thus a decision in favour of quality and sustainability in the event industry. However,
since e-commerce platforms’ exemption from liability is unfortunately still exploited to turn
a blind eye to illegal business activities and thus generate considerable profit, there is still a
need for legislative action. Not only Viagogo, but also eBay and other platforms ignore it
when we point out illegal tickets for sale, rather than blocking them. In the case of Viagogo,
we are currently preparing a claim for damages”.

For further information please contact:
bdv - Bundesverband der Veranstaltungswirtschaft e.V.
Lenhartzstraße 15 • 20249 Hamburg
Telefon 040 – 460 50 28 • Telefax 040 – 48 44 43
www.bdv-online.com • info@bdv-online.com

bdv represents the most important economic sector (alongside the book trade) of the national cultural and
creative industry. With 113.5 million tickets sold annually, the German events industry achieved total sales of
4.999 billion euros.
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Data protection
Since May 25, 2018, the new European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has become binding for all
companies in Europe.
We would like to keep you informed about our activities as a recipient of the inventory in our press mailing list.
This applies to our press releases and other information letters and invitations. The data are stored at our cloud
provider SEWOBE GmbH from Augsburg/Bavaria.
With pleasure we provide you with information on wether and which personal dara we have stores. In
accordance with the legal provisions yo may claim the following rights: rectification, deletion, restriction of
processing (for example, blocking for specific purposes).
If you no longer want to receive press releases and press inivtations from us in the future, answer this mail with
the text "Delete me from your mailing list" or a similar text.
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